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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The SHaCH (n"uj 86:11) states that if a wife causes damage to a 
third party, her husband becomes obligated to make restitution to 
that third party from her Kesubah under the doctrine derived 
from: uk oat ratk i,bu - R' Nasan's rule that if A owes B and B 
owes C, A must pay directly to C. According to R' Yitzchok 
Elchonon Spektor in ejmh ihg (g"vt 1:78), this proves that a man's 
obligation to pay a Kesubah settles on him at the time of 
marriage, with the pay date scheduled for the time of divorce. 
Otherwise, if his obligation arose only upon divorce, the above 
equation would not work, if he owed her nothing while married. 
R' Yitzchok Elchonon held as a result, that even where a man 
obtained a Heter Meah Rabonim and deposited the Get with Beis 
Din, the payment obligation of the Kesubah also became active 
and took precedence over other debts of the husband, despite the 
fact that she did not actually receive the Get yet. A similar 
concept is provided by the MaHarit (1:131) where a Tenaim 
(marriage contract) failed to specify a date for the marriage. The 
bride's father kept pushing off the groom, who had now reached 
the age of 25, and the groom was concerned over the many 
negative labels that Chazal have placed on one who is not married 
by age 20. Since the Tenaim contained a penalty for non-
performance, the MaHarit ruled that the father must now pay it, 
because the groom is chujn to marry, and if he should now marry 
another woman because of the father's obstruction, the Tenaim 
will not be fulfilled. Thus, the time to fulfill the htb, arrives just 
before an act that will render it impossible to perform. So too, 
once the Get is deposited with Beis Din, the husband will be 
permitted to marry another, which will mark the end of the first 
marriage. As such, the Kesubah obligation is now triggerred.   

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
Who may be Shliach Tzibur for Shacharis on Shabbos or Yom 
Tov but not a weekday ?          

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:   
(May one say on Sunday that he slept on Shabbos for an ulterior reason ?)  
The Magen Avraham (j”ut 290:1) rules that one may not say 
beforehand, that he will sleep on Shabbos for a Motzai Shabbos 
purpose. There are 3 ways to explain this: 1) The Tur (307:1) 
holds that such a weekday-focused statement violates rcs rcsu; 2) 
recharacterization of the usual Shabbos nap is a kuzkz (disgrace to) 
Shabbos; 3) it is an impermissible act of vbfv - preparation for a 
weekday on Shabbos. If one made the statement after Shabbos, it 
is still a retroactive kuzkz.    

DIN'S CORNER:  
One who eats a meal in a location that does not belong to a Jew 
should not say: vzv ,hcc vcurn vfrc ubk jkah tuv injrv in Birchas 
HaMazon (for possible obj, tk problems) but rather should say: 
okug sg ub,chahcu ub,fhkvc vcurn vfrc ubk …. injrv. (MB 193:27)  

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Gemara (Nazir 48b) derives from tnyh tk … untku uhctk  
that a Nazir may not make himself tny by coming into contact 
with his deceased parent, but he may do so for a vumn ,n - a 
deceased person who has no one to attend to his burial. The 
Gemara then derives from uhjtk that if the Nazir was also the 
Kohen Gadol, he may still attend to the burial of the vumn ,n, 
despite the double admonition against becoming tny. There is 
some discussion concerning how a Kohen Gadol could become a 
Nazir.  The Gemara (Sanhedrin 22b) states that a Kohen Hedyot 
must have his hair cut once a month, but the Kohen Gadol must 
have his hair cut every Friday. A Nazir may not cut his hair. How 
are these two requirements to be reconciled ? Would we say that 
the weekly haircut imperative takes precedence over the Nazir 
prohibition, similar to vag, tk vjus vag, or would we say that the 
Nazir prohibition forces him to forgo the weekly haircut, similar 
to a Kohen Gadol who has contracted Tzaraas, where the 
Rambam (,grm ,tnuy 10:6) rules that he must leave his hair 
uncut. One might suggest that voluntarily accepting Nezirus upon 
oneself is very different from the misfortune of contracting 
Tzaraas. Becoming a Metzora is an xbut, whose consequences the 
Torah forgives. The same could not be said about accepting 
Nezirus upon oneself. Furthermore, Rashi explains that the Kohen 
Gadol's  weekly haircut is based on the change in Kohen 
personnel that takes place every Shabbos in the Beis HaMikdash,  
as one Mishmar exits and a new Mishmar enters. Since the Kohen 
Gadol's hair is cut in a unique way - where the Gemara relates 
that Ben Alesha, the son-in-law of Rebbi paid a lot of money to 
have his hair cut that way, the weekly requirement was to ensure 
that each arriving Mishmar would see the Kohen Gadol looking 
his best.  As desirable as this might be, it could not preempt a 
clear prohibition against a Nazir's hair cutting. However, it could 
still be possible for a Kohen Gadol to cut his hair once a month, 
as a Kohen Hedyot did, if he accepted the Nezirus upon himself 
right after a monthly haircut, as basic Nezirus only lasts 30 days.   
A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
R’ Yaakov Loberbaum was the Rav of Lissa, and the author of Chavos 
Daas, Nesivas HaMishpat and many other Seforim on the Megilos and 
individual Mesechtos. A childhood friend who had studied with him in 
Cheder at a young age moved to Lissa. At every opportunity, this friend 
would come over to R’ Yaakov, clap him familiarly on the back and begin 
conversations with him about their childhood days, and about many 
other topics, all the while treating “Yaakov” as a pal. Although such 
behavior was certainly inappropriate, R’ Yaakov did not say anything to 
him, nor did he feel that avoiding or ignoring him was a good idea. 
Finally, R’ Yaakov hit on an idea. Whenever the friend would approach 
and begin reminiscing about their Cheder days, R’ Yaakov would ask 
him if he remembered what their Rebbi had said about various topics 
that they had learned then, and he would offer many more questions to 
be dealt with, pertaining to those subjects. The friend understood very 
little of what R’ Yaakov was discussing, but was embarrassed to admit it, 
so he kept quiet. When R’ Yaakov had done this a few times, the friend 
finally stopped “stopping by”. R’ Yaakov remarked that this sheds new 
meaning on Chazal’s phrase: vfkv rcs lu,n tkt urcjn ost ryph kt 
– the best way to be Potur from someone who is nudging you as urcj 
(his friend) is to begin discussing Dvar Halacha with him. 

P.S. Shalosh Seudos sponsored this week by the Kagan family.  


